| Specialist Bearing Support

Specialist
Bearings.
Rotating plant bearing refurbishment, manufacturing,
retrofit upgrades, replacements, spares auditing,
inspection, diagnosis and reporting.

Whitemetal (Babbitt) Plain Bearing Specialists
Alloy Bearings is a team totally focused on whitemetal
plain bearing technology. We bring decades of
specialist engineering experience and knowledge to
plain bearing issues. From diagnosis and report on
faults, through repair, manufacture, replacement and
upgrade solutions.
Our repair expertise means we can apply the exact
casting, machining and testing procedures required.
Manufacture, replacement/upgrade solutions, when
needed, can include proprietary replacement and
our specialist knowledge means we are able to see
to this at the best cost.
Alloy Bearings is totally dedicated to quality, service
to its customers and is recognized as Australasia's
leader in whitemetal plain bearing technology.
Whitemetal bearings have considerable advantage.
Under normal operating conditions they have a very
long life, they allow large momentary overloads, are

able to handle lubricant problems and if misalignment
occurs they are able to conform and compensate.
Whitemetal plain bearing failure is seldom sudden
or catastrophic. Typically the result is an increase in
running clearances that can be easily detected by
vibration analysis or just an increase in noise. This
means that damage to expensive rotating equipment
is avoided or minimized.
Repair can then be carried out and the re-metalling
of the bearing provides considerable advantages in
cost and time without sacrificing performance.
We are backed by Kingsbury, the inventors of tilting
pad hydrodynamic bearings and one of the world’s
leading bearing design teams. When you need a
performance increase from your bearings we can
work with Kingsbury to provide effective upgrade/
retrofit solutions.

To discuss your requirements contact
Mohsin Khan or Albert Wallace on our Free phone:
0800 423 9423 (NZ)
1800 REMETAL (736 3825) (Australia)
mohsin.k@alloybearings.com
albert.w@alloybearings.com
For our corporate profile or information
regarding our other services
sales@alloybearings.com
www.alloybearings.com

A L L OY B E AR I NG S
6-18 Hood Street, Wellsford 0900, New Zealand
1 Airds Road, Minto NSW 2566, Australia
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